• THAWS UP TO 6 PLASMA BAGS (450 ML) OF FRESH FROZEN PLASMA (FFP) AT A TIME
• WATER NEVER TOUCHES THE PLASMA BAG – CONTAINED WATER SYSTEM ISOLATES THE PLASMA BAGS & OPERATOR AWAY FROM CIRCULATING WATER; SIGNIFICANTLY LESS LIKELY TO COMPROMISE STERILITY
• USES A PATENTED ROCKING ACTION TO FORCE THE FLOATING, FROZEN PORTION OF THE PLASMA BACK AND FORTH INSIDE OF THE PLASMA BAG, AGITATING AND CIRCULATING THE THAWING PLASMA
• BRIGHT WHITE, CORROSION-RESISTANT, SANITARY PVC CONSTRUCTION IS EASY TO CLEAN & MAINTAIN
• LOW MAINTENANCE BURDEN – UNIT NEEDS TO BE DRAINED & CLEANED ONCE EVERY THREE MONTHS
• TEMPERATURE SETTING FROM 25.0°C - 40.0°C (PRESET TO 37.0°C) ACCURATE TO ±0.1°C

SAFETY FEATURES
• Leak sensors trigger visual and audio alarms
• Primary and secondary overheat protection systems
• Audible and visual high temperature alarm with self test
• Thaw time fully programmable (to within 1 min)
• Thaw temperature fully programmable (to within 0.1°C)

HYGENIC
• No wet plasma bags or overwrap bags to promote bacterial growth
• Separate thawing compartments isolate leaks
• Air entering and leaving the units is filtered through a 0.1 micron air filter to prevent spreading contaminants and to help keep internal water in the bath clean

EASE OF USE
• Convenient loading; plasma bags are placed between bladders with recirculating water at thawing temperature
• Plasma bags remain visible throughout the thawing process to check progress

STRENGTHS
• FDA Cleared and CE Marked
• Available in 115V or 230V
• 2 year warranty (warranty extensions available)
• Made in the USA
The CytoTherm CT-DR Dry Plasma Thawer is a laboratory instrument that uses a patented thawing system (US Pat No. 6,748,164 B1) to thaw plasma while keeping the plasma bags dry throughout the thawing process. Tempered water from an isolated water bath is recirculated through a bladder. Frozen plasma bags are placed on one part of the bladder while the rest of the bladder is folded over to cover the plasma bags. During the thawing process, the pressurized bladder conforms to the shape of the plasma bags for efficient heat transfer and temperature uniformity, while the rocking action agitates and circulates the thawing contents of the plasma bag. The CT-DR comes with a rack that will thaw up to 6 plasma bags (450 ml) at a time (or 3 larger 1,000 ml bags at a time). The plasma bags remain visible during thawing so the operator can see when it has been fully thawed. Plasma bag leakage is isolated to one of three separate sections and if a leak is detected, the thawing stops and an alarm sounds. The contained water system isolates the plasma bags and the operator away from the circulating water and is significantly less likely to compromise sterility.

Since 1980, CytoTherm has been a leader in the field of countertop Plasma Thawing machines. Applying years of expertise in fluid agitation and precise temperature control, CytoTherm has developed an entire family of Wet and Dry Plasma Thawers to meet any Plasma Thawing need. CytoTherm also produces the CT-4T.6C, the only countertop Plasma Thawer specifically designed for rapidly manufacturing Cryoprecipitated AHF.